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Description
Hi all,
sorry if is completely wrong what I do... (and maybe entered above), but I'm totally new to Tiki and installed the 14beta to get an impression, as -seen from my requirements list- Tiki14final is what I want to use live. So I'm really testing around - and thought this may not only help me, but also you. Okay, enough introduction.

I created a forum and tried to add more forums by copy the existing one. Maybe I did something wrong, but to me everything seems to work in the process - there was just no new forum in the end.

Thanks for taking care and
best regards
Uli

Hi Uli,

I did reset the admin passwort of your show-instance to 12345, as it's the only way, we can access and check the bug (or error 40) .
More than in the comments.

Greet
Torsten

PS:
are you German language?
If yes, pls see: tiki.org/detug

Importance
3

Easy to solve?
6

Priority
18

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Uli 13 Apr 15 20:20 GMT-0000

Hi,
yes, I'm german - and the DETUG page is already opened. 😊

The snapshot is stored at http://ulsc-11756-5629.show.tikiwiki.org/snapshots/ in case you need it.

By the way: To me it didn't work either, so obviously either a problem of me or of Tiki, but not of my installation.

Schöne Grüße
Uli
Hi Uli,

I have played a bit with your show instance - confirmed the bug and commented in the wishlist Team area - sadly I cannot fix by myself (not-coder).

Gut's N8tle
Torsten

gezza 14 Apr 15 20:05 GMT-0000
do we really need this feature? I mean setting up a forum is a one minute task and it does not happen often that you duplicate a forum, I would just remove this

Uli 14 Apr 15 22:33 GMT-0000
Well, if such function is there to clone a forum with it's settings that's fine. If there is no such function it's no problem. If there is a fuction that doesn't work it's a problem - in my understanding. But in fact I wouldn't invest too much time for it, creating forums is a one time setup task. Other functions are much more important!

Best regards
Uli

The original document is available at
http://dev.tiki.org/item5629-Bug-in-Tiki14Beta-Copy-Forum-doesn-t-work